
The Successful Consultant 
 

Sometimes, as a speaker, the best sessions I’ve presented or co-

presented are the ones that are non-technical in nature.  One I’ve 

been fortunate to co-present with Hope Foley (B | @Hope_Foley) is 

“Consulting - The Good, The Bad, The Ugly”.  I’ve received a ton of 

positive feedback from that session, as well as many questions 

expanding on the topics. 

Being a successful consultant involves much more than being a 

successful DBA or Developer.  There are many areas that are critical 

aside from the high level of skills that are needed in the technical 

areas you are selling your services for.  Presentation, gaining trust, 

relationships, managing your time, efficiency and overall 

productivity, all become a foundation.  Without them and many 

more, a consulting career can be met with stress and overall poor performance and lost 

objectives/goals. 
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Points…What’s the Point? 
This post isn’t to scare anyone away or to throw a bunch of, “you need this and this and without it, you 

lose”.  My intentions are to do a series similar to the DBA Tip Series I wrote.  The series will not have a 

formal agenda but will be published in its entirety by the end of 2012.  My expectations of myself in 

these posts and hopes for you as a reader; take away some tips and real-life experiences from an 

experienced consultant (focused on SQL Server). 

As the posts become available, reviewed, and edited by my awesome reviewer, I’ll update this post 

making the titles links.  I truly hope this helps many people who are thinking about consulting, 

wondering  if they made the right choice by going to consulting, or simply want to become a better 

consultant. 

 

A very special thanks to Hope Foley and Jes Borland for contributing to this series of articles.  Hope and 

Jes are both consultants and have the knowledge and experience that should be taken to heart when 

making decisions about professional development growth in consulting. 

Thanks Hope and Jes!!! 

To follow Hope on twitter - @hope_foley and Jes - @grrl_geek 

 

http://blogs.lessthandot.com/index.php/DataMgmt/DBAdmin/sql-server-database-administration-tip


Presenting Yourself – Visually and Respectfully 
Presenting yourself as a consultant is the first stage in being 

successful in terms of clients and your team.  Most times, the 

client will be the critical variable in the equation to your overall 

success rate as a consultant.  Let’s face it, if the client is not happy 

with how you’ve presented yourself and skills, both you and 

possibly the consulting company you work for are at a complete 

loss.  However, your team is just as critical to the success rate. 

To be a successful consultant, you need to present yourself 

appropriately to two groups: the rest of your team, and the 

client.  Presenting yourself visually and your skills doesn’t per say 

mean, pink hair and tattoos should never be seen. Although, in 

business, that may be a good idea to wear long sleeves on initial engagements.  What presenting 

yourself will entail is manners, ability to allow yourself to not be self-centered and freely utilize team 

resources and abilities as all the team follows the same presentation guidelines. 

Working as a Consultant in a Team 

All teams, whether fulltime employees or consultants, have a dynamic nature 

to them.  One member of the team can seriously interrupt the entirety of the 

overall success of that team’s output.  Independent consulting aside, it is 

seldom that, as a consultant, you’ll be on an island, segregated from the rest 

of the resources - your team - while working for a client and on a project.  If 

you do find yourself in this situation often, there should be effort put forth to pull the team together 

and utilize each consultant’s skills adequately and effectively in order to achieve the highest quality of 

services. 

As a consultant in a team-oriented structure, presentation of yourself and your skills is extremely 

important.  When successful, these two points will gain the respect and trust of everyone that a 

consultant should be relying on and depending on when there is a need in fulfilling a client’s 

expectations.  Before going on, let’s define a team. 

Consulting – The I in Team 

The everlasting phrase, “There is no I in Team” has much merit in what we’re discussing today.  The 

definition of a team doesn’t necessarily mean you will find two or five consultants always on the same 

client and the same project.  In fact, often there will be one consultant leading the way with a client 

while the resources, the team, are backing that lead fully with support, skills and direction.  If at any 

time the complete disconnection is made purposely by a consultant based on how they present 

themselves to the entirety of the team, failure, if not on the current engagement but future 

engagements, will undoubtedly occur. 

This concept flows into almost any area in life.  You rely on a team even when you go to the grocery 

store.  The team is the consumer (client), the employees stocking the shelves, the management 



scheduling the employees and then the checkout employee.  As hard as it may be to compare them, 

even a transaction can be seen as a project that involves a team.  Imagine for a minute if the checkout 

employee presents himself in a way that upsets the consumer.  The consumer may seek out a new 

checkout employee located in a different lane or, in the worst case, leave their goods and seek out a 

new store with better employee representation.  In this example, the team broke down due to the 

presentation of the checkout employee.  Given this loss, the team breaks down and the other members 

start to have ill feelings towards the failed team member.  Essentially, this is the starting point of the 

team’s ongoing ability to succeed. 

Take the checkout employee concept but with the overall consumer still being successful in the 

transaction.  Let’s say the checkout employee has a remarkable ability to remember the prices of several 

products that are sold at a high rate.  The other team members may need to know them at 

times.  Making this situation more critical, the other team members require them quickly when there is 

a need to satisfy requests by consumers.  If the checkout employees’ way of presenting himself is rude, 

egotistical and with extremely poor manners, the team members bypass him completely and seek other, 

more time-consuming methods of obtaining the prices.  This causes a breakdown for the consumer as 

they are required to wait longer. 

All of this has a direct comparison to consulting in IT or any other consulting field.  Take a consulting firm 

that consists of several SQL Server consultants.  In the team, one consultant has high understanding of 

T-SQL and specific coding methods in XQuery.  On a specific project and client that the XQuery 

consultant is not on but three other consultants are, finds an extension to another project that involves 

an in-depth need in coding XQuery for the overall objective.  The consultants have a day to prepare for a 

demonstration to convince the client that they can complete the coding needs in a fixed time.  Each 

consultant on the project has never written XQuery and within a day, coding in front of the client would 

be a disaster and expose the need for the client to seek other consulting to complete the project.  While 

the consultant that does know XQuery very well could have easily been utilized as a resource to achieve 

the goals and added billable time, that consultant presents themselves the same way the checkout 

employee does: segregated, egotistical and with horrible manners.  That has caused the other 

consultants to bypass utilizing him completely.  It’s human nature to avoid an uncomfortable situation 

when possible.  As a consultant employed by a firm or consulting company, you may take the path that 

would lose the project with the client simply to avoid working with the poorly presented consultant 

because you think your salary doesn’t directly become impacted by a lost project.  In reality, though, it 

does become impacted. 

 

 Presenting yourself in a team is not a concept that should be painful to succeed at.  Here are a 

few goals to meet. 

 Good manners go a long ways.  This isn’t just in consulting, this is in life. 

 Present yourself visually so others want to be seen with or known to be on the same team as 

you. 

 Everyone has specific skills.  Being overly egotistical about those skills can have a negative effect 

on others wanting to take advantage of those skills.  In that, your skills go without merit.  

 Involve yourself in team discussions and allow the team to know you are there and willing to be 

a resource when needed.  



Communication is as important in consulting as it is in anything.  In fact, more so in most cases.  This 

applies to a team structure just as much as communicating accurately to clients. 

The Client 

Everything we’ve discussed on how to present yourself in a team, directly relates to presenting yourself 

to your clients.  How you present yourself can be more critical and potentially damaging is due to the 

fact you could lose the client.  In consulting, clients have the upper hand.  A contract or statement of 

work only goes so far and when that has been completed, your overall objective should always be good 

relations with the client so new projects can be obtained.  In consulting, and even more with consulting 

in technology, a client and consulting relationship can last for years.  Over those years a relationship is 

built between the two entities and that relationship promotes ongoing work.  That work is the lifeline of 

the consulting company and either makes or breaks a year (or a company all together). 

In order to obtain ongoing relationships with clients, present yourself in a way that 

the client keeps a high level of respect for the consultants.   This requirement starts 

on the first day and doesn’t end until the last day.  Taking that farther, all clients 

may have a brief time in which consulting is not needed. However, new 

opportunities arise and the client may require consulting again.  In that, retain the 

same level of respect and presentation of yourself at all times through the downtime. 

Take the same five steps that were listed for building a team and how presenting yourself in a team 

better can make you a more successful resource, and apply it to clients.  Although some clients allow a 

consultant to lower their guard on certain areas, clients are still clients and a consultant should always 

maintain a certain level of presenting themselves.  This may not mean you are required to wear the best 

suits daily or mean you have to have the best posture while working at a desk.  What this does mean is, 

present yourself in a way that never causes an uncomfortable situation with the client.  Each consultant 

will understand the line that is drawn by how the client’s demeanor is.  That line should never be 

crossed.  If it isn’t, the client and the relationship will be maintained for current and future gains. 

Summary 

We’ve discussed a few key areas in how not to present yourself as a consultant in terms of teams and 

clients.  Some of those high points are to ensure communication is performed well, manners are always 

a way to earn respect and clients, and remembering that resources vary as a consultant and allowing 

your specific skills to be utilized without being self-centered promotes success as a team and obtains 

and retains clients. 

Aptitude can be defined as talent.  Don’t think this means that you can only be successful in consulting if 

you have a talent for technology.  Of course, talent breeds success if the will and motivation are 

combined.  You can obtain talent by hard work, even if it comes seemingly easy for some people. 

Consulting and aptitude simply have a relationship in which the level should exceed the mundane 

nature of other positions.  Consulting in data architecture, for example, holds a certain need for 

technical aptitude that should be sought after with a high level of energy.  This aptitude can be gained in 

a few ways. 



 Technical Aptitude 

 

Early Stages of Technical Aptitude 

 
Most people that ask me if they should move into 
consulting first consider their aptitude levels and how 
high they should be.  That question truly doesn’t need 
to be answered in a lot of situations.  The early stages 
of building a high aptitude in the technology you are 
consulting in can begin from consulting itself.  Many 
career paths in consulting are no different than 
others.  A consultant can start in a position that allows 
for the experience to be built, exposure to be had and 
aptitude to grow.  As we’ve already discussed, this 
starts building the talent you will need as you become 
more successful and gain the high level aptitude most 
people will always seek out.  
So, when deciding if you want to move to consulting, 
if uncertainty is lingering due to the feeling that the 

skill level may not be there or you are just not sure of yourself, look to consulting positions that are a 
starting point.  This allows for the decision to move to consulting to be made while building your 
technical aptitude to the desired level.  In other instances, testing your own aptitude by allowing other, 
seasoned consultants in the same technology area to test and measure your combined aptitude, is a 
great step in making decisions that can potentially change the course of a career. 

 

An Existing High Technical Aptitude – You are there! 

 
How can an existing high aptitude make a consultant truly successful? Again, we’re 
not taking away from starting out in consulting while building technical aptitude 
measurements.  We’re looking to the level in which, potentially, a senior level data 
architect might be looking to move to a principal level architect in 
consulting.  There is a slight difference in many instances.  Aptitude takes 

measurements of several technical areas.  For data architecture this can be coding, designing, modeling, 
hardware, services and so on.  All of these measurements may be hard to obtain when not exposed to 
the many situations that consulting has a tendency to do.  The nature of consulting tends to allow you to 
hold a practice area in which you are highly trained and skilled in.  However, in consulting, situations 
come up when your practice expands and contracts given the needs and readily available resources 
(consultants).  Given this, a senior or principal level consultant should have a high level of technical 
aptitude measured in a broad area of the practice, and should work to expand to some basic level of 
knowledge in other technical areas as well.  

 
A Real Life Example 



 

A good example of this need for success and a high level of technical aptitude came about recently in a 

real consulting situation.  Having a high aptitude in the data area, I was required to perform .NET 

development.  Since my aptitude reached, even at a medium level, into .NET development, the need 

was fulfilled. 

 

With that situation, the capability of fulfilling the position’s level and required aptitude was 

successful.  That ability may not come quickly. You will need a definite desire to achieve it and you might 

need a great amount of energy to gain it.  Working as a consultant, exposing yourself to many situations 

and areas of technology while maintaining a high aptitude in your specific practice, will undoubtedly 

help you become successful overall in consulting. 

 
Measuring Technical Aptitude 

 

The last thing this article will touch on is measuring technical aptitude.  There are measurement tests 

out on the internet and you can take them at some colleges.  There are ways 

you can measure your technical aptitude by focusing on the consultants or co-

workers around you.  Earlier we defined aptitude as talent or a level of skills in 

areas specific to that in which you are working.  In most situations, a 

consulting company will be comprised of many different roles at many 

different levels.  Taking advantage of those other roles and levels is a great 

way to measure your own aptitude.  For example, working as a consultant in a career path of 

Consultant, Senior Consulting and Principal Consultant, allows you to focus on the Senior and Principal 

levels to test the level you are currently at.  This lets you know where you are but also provides a 

structured set of goals that you can work on to move to the next stage. 

 

Ask a Principal Consultant to test your technical aptitude by possibly sharing an extremely hard client 

situation where several factors were involved with several technical areas extending outside the 

boundaries of your practice.  Set a time in which you can both discuss what you, as a consultant, would 

do for that given situation.  This can go an extremely long ways in gaining knowledge and intelligence 

building in being a consultant.  Experiences and exposure are two primary factors in aptitude building 

that are hard to obtain without years of service.  Given the example or test we’ve just went over, that 

exposure can be had in segments while cutting time down a bit.  Of course, this cannot replace real-life 

exposure and working on situations like this but it can give an advantage otherwise not had. 

 

 

 

 



Knowing Everything but Not Knowing a Thing 
 

I am one of those types that is always up for a challenge so it was nice that my zig zag career path 

brought me to the door of consulting. I love being a consultant and part of the reason for that is because 

it gives me new challenges daily. Challenges of all shapes and sizes and of course many that I have never 

done before. There are crazy smart consultants everywhere but no one knows everything and that's 

perfectly OK. There is sometimes a perception that consultants know everything or walk on water.  I've 

worked with clients too where the exact opposite is true and the consultant is treated like the red 

headed step child.  The know it all perception I think sometimes may lead folks to believe you have to be 

some kind of inhuman technical resource before you work as a consultant which isn't true.  Sometimes 

you have to take leaps of faith, but at the same time be prepared and smart about it. 

 

When you are talking to clients about the potential project that is something you have never done, don't 

lie to them or try to lay it on too thick.  You never know truly what your audience knows and that could 

potentially hurt you more than saying nothing at all.  Sometimes saying less than more, especially in this 

situation.  Speak intelligently of what you do know but do not go overboard.  And besides, being full of it 

should be put on the consulting deadly sin list. 

  



 

The next thing you should do is get your game face on and get prepared.  You need to immediately dig in 

and get as much experience and exposure to the technology.  Setup virtual environments and practice 

working with the technology.  You put your rear components on the line saying you could do something, 

you better get prepared for when you are doing it in front of your client. 

  

You also need to do is prepare your support circle.  If you work on a team, find out who has any 

experience or exposure to similar technology or projects.  If you are independent, determine who the 

experts are for what you are going to be doing.  Stay involved in the user community, it will help you 

understand the solid experts for the different aspects of your technology.  You also need to evaluate 

how much assistance you might need and get prepared to possibly pay for that help by 

subcontracting.  There are always great folks out there to help with your questions, but are you willing 

to put your neck on the line with a client waiting on a forum question to be answered? 

  

Here are some questions to ask yourself before you jump at doing something for a client you have never 

done before 

1.  Have I done anything similar to what is being asked? 

2.  Have I done any research on the technologies involved?  

3.  How many of the technical aspects of it do I have experience with?  How many do I not? 

4.  Do I have resources available to me that have expertise in this?  

5.  If involves significant time from other resources, am I prepared to pay for that? 

6.  Does the project timeline allow me to put additional time into research/training to learn technology? 

7.  Do you have to estimate time of completion for the project?  How confident will I be in my estimation 

if I have never done it before? 

8.  Is it a fixed price bid?  Do I have finances in place to allow for mistakes?  

9.  What other consequences can come if I fail at this project?  Can I live with those?  (i.e. hurting 

reputation)  

10.  After answering those questions...what does your gut tell you? 

There are many times in consulting you will need to take opportunities where you have never done 

what is being asked.  That is one of the great things about consulting, it's a fast track many times to build 



your experience.  However you have to weigh the risks and decide if it's one you should tackle.  You 

definitely don't want to bite off more than you can chew.  You have to many times be willing to turn 

down opportunities when the pieces don't fit.  As the wise Kenny Rogers once said, "You have to know 

when to hold 'em, know when to fold 'em, know when to walk away, know when to run". 

 

 

Travel, Expenses, Pain 
As a consultant working independently or for a consulting company, 

expenses can be one of the hardest and most easily forgotten aspects to 

managing yourself.  There are a few techniques and habits you can take 

on to help this aspect to consulting that will make expenses something 

as easy as entering your hours billed.  In saying that, I’m imagining all 

the consultants thinking, “Urgh! I forgot to track and enter my hours this 

week.” 

 

Time as an Expense 

If we look at expenses like time, we could make a comparison to expenses being a loss in time worked if 

they are not tracked.  In my last consulting position, a portion of cell billing was paid for 

monthly.  Although this was an expense I did use, I often failed to enter that simple report to request it 

be reimbursed.  Why? Really, it’s money going out of my pocket that could be paid right back.  The 

problem was something we could compare directly to time management (which we will talk in great 

deal about in a later post in this series).  Before discussing my own failure on this simple 

process, let’s look at billable time compared to the cellular expense.  Let’s say the 

reimbursement was $75.  That could be, for some consulting companies, a billable 

hour.  (If you are really cheap…I kid!)  So we can look at the cell reimbursement as if it 

was one billable hour.  So why do most people see a billable hour paid to them as much 

more than the task of getting the $75 back when they’ve already paid for it?  I’m sure 

laziness can be one factor but more so, it’s simply a time issue and conscious ability to 

force yourself on a schedule to submit all those expenses.  Most expenses have a limit on when they can 

be submitted.  So if that time limit elapses, you are not capable of submitting them any longer.  We see, 

all things come back to time management. For expenses it is simply a task of scheduling yourself to 

manage those tasks. 

Since an expense report is not per se, a working task, it is a task that must be enforced.  Consultants, 

even if they don’t admit it, work for free a lot.  Now, working for free has its returns. - long-term 

relationships with clients and overall utilization that enhances our careers.  It does do a career some 

good by the fact, as a consultant, you technically will work for free at some point.  Working for free 



aside, expenses and not promoting a scheduled mindset to ensure they are logged and submitted on-

time, is on the other side; you are paying to work.  Now that is one thing I know consultants do not like. 

 

Independent consulting holds a completely different variation and critical nature to expenses.  I’ve 

worked independently in the past and run my own consulting business.  Although 

that business was simply me, expense logging and submitting (to myself) was 

even more critical.  The expenses paid out had an extreme impact to the thing we 

love so, tax time.  Without expenses in the factor of being independent and 

running that consulting business, I’m fairly confident taxes would have caused 

each year to be a complete loss.  Of course, that business was run while working a 

fulltime position also.  So billable hours were only 20-30 a week and the hourly 

rate that early in my career was fairly low.  Nonetheless, the expenses were 

absolutely critical. 

Tools to Help 

There isn’t just one set of tools to help you maintain expenses.  There are a plethora of tools out there 

though and many of them easy and free.  Tools will work for both consultants working for a company 

and independent consultants.  Independent consultants may pay for more functional tools, the concept 

of managing the expense is still the same.  As a consultant working for a firm, I still manage expenses on 

my own.  This is done even when there are tools provided in which the expenses are submitted for 

reimbursement.  The reason this is done is a conscious need to manage them so they are not lost.  We 

do not like to pay to work.  So don’t do it. 

A good example of tools to manage expenses: While traveling, you may forget to keep track of expense 

more so than a schedule cell reimbursement.   To combat this and to make an effort to make it easier to 

track and not forget expenses, I adopted a tool called Expense Manager for Droid.  The app is free and 

extremely basic.  The best part of the app is, it is a few clicks to saving an expense.  This allows later 

review of that expense being paid out.  The other nice thing about this app and apps like it  -  you can 

categorize the expenses quickly.  Categorizing the expenses is a major factor as it will be a factor in the 

reimbursement process. 

Of course, receipts are another story but saving those is as easy as having 4 

pockets in a pair of jeans.  Really, save receipts for everything.  Over the years, 

I’ve gotten so into the habit of saving receipts, I save them for everything that 

isn’t work related.  That habit forming has made managing expenses so much 

easier.   Smart phones have made this even easier.  Scanning apps can be used to 

scan the receipts right into your phone and email them off.  Just don’t lose your phone while traveling. 

Travel 

Travel and other major expenses can be hard.  Travel can lead to expenses like hotels and rentals.  They 

are expenses far beyond the $40 cab that you needed to get from point A to point B.  .  Hotels have gone 

up in cost greatly over the last 10 years as well.  Depending on where you are traveling to, a hotel can be 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.expensemanager&hl=en


$200 a night.  Over a week, that adds up.  When dealing with these expenses as an independent 

consultant, you’ll weigh in the clients paying ahead for them or having a surplus of funds set just for 

travel.  Then the expenses are billed back to the clients.  When a working for a consulting company, that 

is typically not the case.  Typically you will pay the expense and be reimbursed, like anything else.  That 

means, if expense are processed once a month, you have to manage this carefully.  Set aside a credit 

card or surplus of funds just for the expense.  Yes, you will get reimbursed but what if it isn’t in a time 

that meets a credit card billing cycle?  Timing is everything in this respect.  You do not want to be 

scrambling to find $4000 for a long trip at the last minute because you will not get reimbursed in time. 

Don’t take all this as consulting companies are heartless and cold when it comes to you and your 

expenses.  I’ve never worked for a company that wouldn’t bend if they are asked due to timing of 

things.  It is usually in their best interest to make the evolution of a statement of work a success.  That 

includes your ability to maintain financial stability and not have instability from working.  We do work to 

pay bills, support our families and do the things we like; not to go in debt and have bad credit. 

Summary 

I’ve covered a lot in this post.  Utilize applications, even Excel, to manage expenses better.  There are far 

too many free and easy to use applications these days to not find one to help manage this task.  Making 

a conscious effort to schedule the time or administrative efforts to manage and submit expense (even if 

they are tracking as an independent consultant), is absolutely critical.  If you do not make an effort, time 

passes and expenses are lost.  Again, we are paying to work at this point. 

Travel and all other major expenses should be treated as a different level of expense.  Ensuring timely 

payments are made in conjunction with reimbursement schedules is critical. If time is simply not 

working on a major expense, work with your consulting company to find an alternative or as an 

independent, ensure a surplus is on hand. 

The last thing we can afford is consulting being a hindrance on ourselves and our families. With a little 

management and effort, just like the effort we put into our consulting work, expenses will simply be a 

task that gets done and not a problem. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Overcomplicating, Stress….Freaking Out! 

 

One of the hardest barriers to get beyond in consulting, 

and technology, is the task of not overcomplicating a 

situation and thus causing a stressful situation.  In better 

terms, “Freaking out!”  This topic spills into almost every 

type of job, not just consulting, but fulltime employment 

in any field.  Why this is a part of this series on consulting 

is, when it comes to consulting, this can have a large 

impact on being successful.  Fulltime employment lends 

itself, in most cases, to lengthened time and more 

resources for projects.  Consulting adds a layer of 

difficulty to a project or statement of work that requires 

time to be managed more effectively and efficiently.  The 

problem with the “freak out factor” is time spent 

thinking about the stress and leading into 

overcomplicating the situation. 

Let’s break things down into distinct topics and then pull them together to see how one, relates to the 

other; over complication and Stress. 

Over Complication 

It's just a computer connected to another computer. Some are connected a little differently and some 

are just a little bigger. Some have one piece, some have a few more. That's it! Simplifying them clears 

the view of how they work and how to make them work better.  

The above quote has a lot of merit to it.  Computing has evolved farther than I’d expect a lot have 

thought it would.  We still face the same challenges with computing and technology that we always 

have; system communications on unlike platforms and so on.  Although those challenges exist, they are 

simply challenges in an equation, and we have choices to make on how we manage them.  In reality, 

even when a mainframe was the big beastly monster filling half the building, the same fundamental 

situation existed with a few moving pieces added to the stream. 

Look at SQL Server Partitioning.  The concept of partitioning is truly a simple one but 

can be quickly overcomplicated.  Partitioning functions off metadata and divides data 

into units. Partitioning consists of components such as functions, partition schemes, 

alignment concepts and so on.  Coming into a situation as a consultant with a 

statement of work that requires you to design a proper partitioning setup for a VLDB 

(very large database) should be looked at first, with simplicity.  What should not happen is an immediate 

stressful mindset that starts overcomplicating the task at hand.  Let’s look at two scenarios; one 

successful and one a potential failure. 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms190787.aspx


Joe the SQL Server Consultant is put on the SOW to handle the partitioning task and is given 40 

hours.  Although Joe has never used partitioning, he is the only SQL Server resource available and is 

assigned.  Joe accepts, no choice, and walks away extremely nervous about the situation.  What runs 

through Joe’s head is far too much and down the wrong path. 

1. Joe freaks immediately. “I need to learn partitioning in hours or we lose this client.” 

2. Joe frantically starts researching partitioning 

3. Joe embeds partitioning in his head as a massive task with a month’s worth of training needed 

4. Joe starts reading and absorbing the first few articles he hits and moves to the client 

information 

5. Joe copies/pastes a bunch of partitioning code from a blog and throws it on the client data 

6. Joe gets an error.  The stress compounds. 

7. Joe is on the 3rd day and has nothing documented and has several errors while trying to setup 

partitioning. 

8. Joe asks for more time. 

Joe has a lot of concerns here.  The number one problem isn’t the concept of partitioning, but the fact 

that Joe first becomes stressed and doesn’t make a plan to attack the situation.  Yes, Joe needs to learn 

partitioning basics and concepts fairly quickly, but that is already a part of the consulting 

field.  Consultants are required to have the ability to take on a technology and utilize the resources 

around them to manage it functionally, timely and effectively.  Truly, that is the making of a successful 

consultant.  While Joe is walking away from the sales person that put him on the SOW, a plan should be 

formed in his head - one that doesn’t involve stress.  Stress leads to over complication.  While 

partitioning does have a lot of design and utilization decisions to it, these answers are readily available 

and given a simplified plan to obtain the knowledge, the task can be successful. 

 

Looking at this differently 

1) Joe reviews all the client information, data structures and objectives. 

2) Joe walks away from the assignment deciding the stages that need to be taken 

a. Utilize Microsoft documentation to learn the basics of partitioning 

b. Search for articles on designs and utilizing partitioning correctly 

c. Verify the articles and the authors with more searches 

d. Search the company for other consultants that know partitioning and have 

implemented it.  Email, call or IM them for some guidance and quick tips. 

e. Document them all in the form of personal notes.  



3) Day two, Joe sets up a lab on his machine and tries partitioning. 

a. Joe reviews notes from all the resources he has utilized and decides if the client can 

effectively use partitioning. 

4) Day three, Joe sets up a local test of partitioning on the client’s data (or remote access 

depending on the access and NDA of the client…let’s not go too deep). 

5) Joe has two days left but the plan has held true so far.  He now knows many pitfalls to 

partitioning and where utilizing it has failed.  He quickly learns RIGHT and LEFT ranges and, 

given the client’s schema, knows exactly how it fits. 

6) Joe goes into day four confident as he’s simplified the entire task of partitioning down to 

strategic key points from both the technology and the client’s needs. 

There is one part of both of these methods of going into the client’s needs and the SOW; Joe either 

freaks out or takes it on with a managed plan. 

Other key points that are done in the second scenario are the facts that Joe utilized the resources 

around him.   Joe also had a plan before running to the internet to read and follow the first few articles 

that came from his searches.  What this did was not only provide answers required and the skills gained 

but, grew Joe’s confidence in the ability to manage the task.  Essentially, this happened by simplifying 

the task and managing to gain the knowledge by thinking that partitioning is just another situation, 

feature or way of connecting one source to another. Truly, it is, like most problems faced.  Partitioning 

just takes a different path to accomplish the task.  That path may or may not be more efficient but in the 

mindset of it, thinking this way lowers the level of stress that can quickly cause failure in a task. 

Stress – The Freak out Factor 

This article, nor any other article, can teach you how to control stress.  What it can do is set up a 

situation and discussion that shows you how stress can cause failures in tasks.  By discussing how stress 

can cause failure as a consultant, we can make it a factor in the overall objectives that should be 

controlled. 

Stress is always a factor.  Everyone gets stressed out at times.  The level of stress simply may not be as 

high with certain tasks as others.  The way we control stress is a factor in our ability, as consultants, to 

still meet our goals for a client, and determine how successful we will be.  Controlling stress is 

something that each individual forms a method for managing.  For example, ignoring it is my method. 

Throwing stress to the curb while it still exists is actually a great way to manage it for some 

people.  While a situation may be so stressful it is leaning on the glass and ready to break, ignoring it to a 

degree and pushing forward with the plan devised can be extremely effective. 

The point on all of this is, controlling stress isn’t a teachable art.  What we can teach is methods for 

controlling it.  Although each method evolves for each consultant, finding that method for yourself is the 

key.  Knowing you must find it will be the first step and lead to better decisions and limited situations 

where the stress leads into overcomplicating a situation to the point it becomes a failure before it really 

gets started. 

Summary 



Teaching or mentoring someone how to control stress is an extremely hard task, but not an impossible 

one.  If you are mentoring someone and stress is an obvious problem, work with methods that helped 

you, as the mentor, to find the other consultant’s method for controlling it.  As with stress, the mindset 

of over complicating situations is also a hardship to mentor and teach someone to control.  A tried and 

true method is to make a managed plan and stick to it as it evolves into a method that both, simplifies 

tasks and inevitably, lowers stressful situations from the tasks that must be successfully accomplished. 

 

 

Family Balance 
Oh man, this is a tough one! A really, really 

tough one, I struggle with this all the time. I 

am a mom, have 2 kids ages 7 and 4. There is 

no doubt about me being a working mom, 

god bless the ones who stay at home but it's 

just not me...I am not disciplined enough.  I 

am completely at peace with working, it's 

the how much that I always have a 

struggle.  I am driven in my job and career 

but I also don't want to be on my deathbed 

and folks say "well she kept her inbox really 

clean".  My kids are young and time already 

screams by, I don't want to miss out!  And 

it's not just an issue for moms and dads, 

anyone with a career has to find balance 

with work and the things outside of work 

that are important to them.  Consulting gives 

me everything and then some technically and professionally, but that can make it harder to find balance. 

Good portion of finding balance has to do with setting expectations.  If you are independent consultant, 

that can mean setting proper expectations with your clients or yourself.  If you are a consultant who 

works for a company, set expectations as early as possible.  If you know certain priority times you need 

to be home, get it on the table in the interview.  Set boundaries of your priority family time and stick 

with it.  Of course there are emergencies, but keep those priority times sacred and don't change the 

expectations of clients/employers.  For example, if you always answer your phone while on vacation, 

why would they ever think twice about calling?  Set limits and stick to your guns. 

  

Something else that goes along those same lines is travel.  Travel can be extremely varied from 

consultant to consultant.  There are those that travel more than not, there are others who don't travel 

at all.  If you are independent, you need to determine early on how much travel you are willing to 

do.  Your entire marketing strategy and target clients/projects could be tied to the answer to that 



question.  If you aren't independent, make sure percentage of travel is agreed upon in interview 

process.  Make sure to include marketing related travel in there as well.  SQL Saturdays or other 

conferences are often used by consultants to build their names.  Travel can be extremely expensive, 

both dollar-wise and emotionally for you and your family. 

  

An additional thing that helps tremendously with balance is flextime.  My typical schedule is from 8:30 - 5:00ish.  I 

then go home and spend time with the family until the kids go to bed.  Then after they are asleep I am up most 

nights doing something else for work, whether its blogging, client billable time, team management duties, or 

building presentations.  My company is flexible with me though when things come up.  Whether one of the kids is 

sick and home from school or they need taken to gymnastics or any other thing that comes up, they are flexible 

with me.  That helps so much having the ability to do that.  There is a trust built with me and my company, they 

know I'm good for it. 

 

Do you have flexibility in your job? 

Make sure to build a good support system.  They say it takes a village and they aren't lying.  It's very easy to run 

yourself ragged and you need help.  I have an amazing husband who goes in to work at a crazy early time so he can 

pick up the kids from school.  I have morning shift with them so I get them fed and off to school.  We then have 

easily accessible grandparents who help tremendously.  For those without access to any of those, it may be a 

combination of great friends, relatives, aftercare programs, and many others. 

Another item that helps with logistics is getting a shared family calendar.  This can be extremely helpful with 

keeping good communication going with your support system.  There are many out there.  I have started to use an 

app called Cozi.  It has a shared calendar and things like journals and lists.  The really great thing I like about it is it 

also can send text message reminders. I use those constantly for things that the kids have going on like when to 

turn their library books back in or when they have things like show and tell. 



It's easy to get too caught up in work.  Finding balance is a constant battle that you will have to fight.  I am 

constantly doing gut checks to make sure I am getting enough time in with my family.  Sometimes I creep out of 

my comfort zone and then make changes.  I am also having to gut check whether or not I am running myself too 

thin.  A brain-dead and tired zombie isn't helpful at home or at work.  I typically will get in a few nights in between 

the late ones where I just crash and fall asleep putting the kids to bed. 

Another thing I find I have to do is to make sure I don't let work creep into my time with my family.  I have a 

tendency to have my nose in my phone a little more than I should and that's not fair to my family.  If the next time 

you see me, I have a shock collar on that is probably the reason.  I love my job and I am passionate at what I do but 

my family comes first without a doubt.  I just have to fight to make sure they feel that from me at all times and are 

feeling more "You are the Sunshine of My Life" than "Cats in the Cradle". 

 

Work Ethics as a Consultant 

 

Wikipedia states that work ethics is a set of values based on hard work and diligence. It is also a belief in 

the moral benefit of work and its ability to enhance character. An example would be the Protestant 

work ethic. A work ethic may include being reliable, having initiative, or pursuing new skills. 

Work ethics can be a touchy topic to discuss, and with consulting, work ethics 

can be the difference success and failure.  When we talk about work ethics as a 

consultant, the definition stated in the beginning of this article is very 

accurate.  If you’ve been reading through the successful consulting series, you 

have already read about many defining work ethics that make a consultant 

successful.  In presenting yourself – visually and respectfully, work ethics show 

how we draw a portrait of ourselves.  This is directly reflected in our work.  More recently, Consulting 

Career Paths came as close to how consultants should take work ethics to heart and the impact on 

overall career growth you can have from them. 

Even knowing the series has built up several points that can be gained about work ethics, this post is 

going to discuss four areas in detail: Confidentiality, Reliability, Initiative, and Pursuit of new 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Work_ethic


skills.  Although there are many ethics in consulting we can discuss, these four can argumentatively be 

some of the most important to success as a consultant. 

Confidentiality  

Confidentiality is the work ethic or code of conduct which is the most important aspect to working as a 

consultant.  This isn’t restricted to clients but extends to employment by consulting companies.  As a 

consultant, while working on many projects or clients, keeping what we are exposed to confidential, is a 

strict code we must always keep to.  What is confidential can at times be a gray area and questionable 

topic for consultants.  Are services such as intellect used in designing a system or process 

confidential?  Is a line of code or a certain relational integrity method confidential?  With most clients, 

these questions are clearly answered by signing nondisclosure agreements (NDA).  Although some NDAs 

are not refined to the point to say a line of code or a precise method is confidential, we should always 

hold them as confidential between the client and the consultant. 

What this does not mean: a consultant cannot take the design, coding style or 

configuration theory and utilize it in a non-mirrored way for other projects or 

clients.  What it does indicate: taking code character for character, items, naming 

conventions and so on, and exposing it to others, is a violation of work ethics and the 

confidentiality we should maintain.  For example, if we were to write three table design that held 

metadata for items and gave the columns certain names and then the data specific values, which should 

not be repeated exactly or shown outside of the relationship to that client.  If that design functioned 

well for a future client, altering the table, naming, and data values would not expose the sensitive 

information about the earlier client, it would not be in violation.   This would be the same for something 

like data synchronization.  Setup, design and configuration may work optimally for many data sources 

and many clients.  If that setup, design and configuration is made unique and specific for each client, as 

they own it, we are in line with our working ethics. 

Something that will make a consultant more successful over time is retaining a high standard of 

confidentiality with clients.  This should be in place even when NDAs are either vague or not in place at 

all.  By doing this and making this a normal work ethic, client relations become stronger and these levels 

of security are seen by clients and remembered over time. 

There are some exceptions to confidentiality with clients.  One exception that is common is requests to 

share a brief overview of work performed or services rendered.  This is often done in marketing terms or 

a show of skills on hand.  For example, consulting company widget services fully designed and optimized 

an international warehousing and data reporting solution utilizing SQL Server Service Broker and other 

key features of the Microsoft Business Intelligence suite.  This extremely high level overview is 

something that can be requested from consultants to the clients for an exception to share the 

view.   Details should still never be released and the exception and request to the client should be clear, 

detailed on exposure and the client should always review the final documents or materials that will be 

exposed. 

Reliability 



Reliability in consulting means much more than simply showing up to work, working 8 hours and 

heading home.  Successful consultants make reliability show in meeting time estimations, meeting 

projects goals and deliverables, meeting team expectations, company growth, functional and well-

designed and provided services or systems.  All of these and others come down to how successful we 

are as consultants based on the reliability we can show in our work ethics and meeting them. 

 

Showing true reliability by fully meeting project deliverables, designs as stated and functionally stable to 

specifications all play a key role in being successful.  Developing a work ethic in reliability that holds a 

high standard in always meeting these key factors, flows into other areas of work.  More importantly, 

client relationships are built to a level that can be extremely difficult to obtain otherwise.  In many 

cases, consultants and clients have a hill to climb while building relationships.  That hill can either be a 

long, steady incline or a short, steep incline.  As much as it seems the long and slow moving building 

practice may be better, in consulting, we simply do not have this time or can be effective by letting 

relationships between clients move slowly.  Now, some clients move at this rate and that is something 

we work with as consultants, but I fully work to meet the steep incline and rapid building of strong client 

relationships.  This experience has been built over time and has been effective and 

successful.  Reliability is one of the strongest means in which relationships can be made and 

strengthened.  Without being completely reliable for all areas of consulting, slow inclines will start to 

feel like walking uphill on loose gravel – falling and failure will undoubtedly occur. 

Having a full grasp on reliability and consulting does involve time, presence and manners as 

well.  Consultants should be reliable when it comes to face-to-face relations in meeting, on-site 

functions or when needed, fulltime on-site work.  Consulting takes many forms based on each 

client.  This may be working remotely on many occasions, working on-site with clients for many hours 

and traveling long distances to meet client’s needs.  Consultants must be reliable in these situations to 

be successful.   If they cannot be met or terms agreed upon that situations simply cannot allow some 

form of reliability, re-evaluate based on the career path and make a decision that is best for you, the 

consultant and the client(s). 

Initiative  

Many of the most successful consultants I know retain a high level of initiative that comes almost 

naturally.  Consulting has initiative as a variable in which cannot be left empty.  This is primarily due to 

initiative being a building block to all work ethics as consultants. 

Consulting is successful by making goals, pushing to gain skills, keeping up to date, pushing to a limit to 

fully meet all the expectations consultants are held for.  These skills can be extremely hard to meet 

without a high level of initiative to gain them.  It can be said that a consulting career is successful if 

we’ve met all these goals by allowing them to fall in place over many years that make up a 

career.  However, true success in consulting means to push on all goals whether client related or 



professional development related.  Initiative is one of the single largest factors in doing just that, 

pushing to meet goals and growing rapidly in a career. 

Imitative leads to a type of fulfillment in not only in consulting but after a day, week, month or year is 

complete.  If a consultant loses a sense of initiative to meet everything we’ve gone over, whether it was 

due to lack of value in what they are doing, failure on part of the company they are working for or, 

simply a loss of appetite for the field, a career suffers drastically.  If a consultant falls into this area, 

always push to find what is needed to regain the hunger and initiative to push forward again. 

 

Pursuit of New Skills  

Pursuit is closely related to initiative.  Without initiative, pursuit can fall short of goals.  When strong 

initiative is part of a consultant’s daily work ethics, pursuit for a high level of excellence should 

follow.  Excellence encompasses skills, presentation, relationship building and methods in which we 

meet the goals set forth by initiatives. 

Pursuit and initiative require a lot of energy.  Consulting is a career path that will take a large rate of 

both.  Even saying this and knowing the hard work and combination is part of success, the success that is 

inevitable from pursuit while retaining high initiative to meet them, will be as rewarding as any career. 

Summary – Work on Your Work Ethics 

Work ethics is a large and broad topic that can take many forms and involve many 

opinions.  Confidentiality, Reliability, initiative and Pursuit, as we’ve discussed, are all crucial areas that 

can make consulting very successful, not only in professional development and career path growth, but 

also in client relationships and business growth.  Being aware of these and other work ethics, holding 

them to a high standard and ensuring we meet them in all the hours we bill, breeds success. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Estimating Work 

 

Estimating work is both an art and a skill as a consultant.  There isn’t one way or set of standards 

someone can show you to take and use for every client or project you confront.  What a seasoned 

consultant can do is provide a basis you can utilize for each potential client, project or task. 

Note: Many consultants have different techniques for estimation.  This will only go over one method 

that works for some consultants.  Your own skills and time management is a large part in estimation 

which makes estimation a task that is difficult to set a standard for. Keep that in mind while reading on. 

A good way to look at estimation is to look at estimating an actual project.  For this, the following 

fictitious project and client will be used. 

Widget Maker LTD has approached you for help upgrading a SQL Server instance to SQL Server 2008 R2 

from SQL Server 2005.  The SQL Server 2005 instance has 14 databases, of which 5 are mirrored.  There 

are two primary activities occurring for all the databases on the SQL Server 2005 instance; integration 

services from a SQL Server 2008 R2 instance and SSIS 2008 R2 installation provide ETL processing from 

other systems, and an application server using WCF services to provide data to a warehouse 

management system that was developed and maintained in-house.  Widget Maker LTD has made it very 

clear that there can only be a total of 10 minutes of downtime for the upgrade.  Anything greater would 

cause a loss of $100,000 a minute. 

A meeting has taken place to obtain all the details for the needs of the client.  In the meeting, the client 

provided the following chart and the details outlined above.  The client is in a rush to meet the end of 

the year budget for IT.  Since it is already November, the client needs a statement of work (SOW) that 

they will compare to two other consulting resources.  The client will chose the most appropriate based 

on the following criteria. 

1) Time to complete – must meet a deadline of December 15th 

2) Under budget of $75,000 



 

Estimating this work 

There are stages that need to be considered in any estimation of work.  Each stage relates to the other 

and in many cases, cannot be performed until one is completed.  This is why the stages are ordered 

below. 

 Discovery 
o Owners 
o Technical Knowledge 
o System Details 
o System failure points 

 Development and Design Planning 
o Ownership relations 
o Development changes required or development to be done 
o Design new architecture 
o Failure planning / Success after tasks 

 Actual Coding, scripting or documenting of steps to perform 
 Implementation 

o Required owners involvement 
o Personnel Requirements for success 



 Time to implement  

Although some stages in the above outline may or may not directly relate to the type of consulting work 

being performed, with slight alterations to the stages wording, the meaning of each comes to the same 

conclusions for estimating hours of work. 

Breaking down the stages 

The first stage, discovery, is typically one that is under-estimated.  This can be said for many fields such 

as programming, system engineering, implementation or database architecture.  In reality, the actual 

discovery stage is both the most critical and a major segment of hours in the total estimation of work to 

be performed. 

For Widget Maker LTD, the needs of the upgrade to SQL Server 2008 R2 may initially seem to be a 

straightforward discovery.   In fact, many consultants may walk away from the meeting and assume the 

discovery has been completed from the meeting with the client.  After all, the major key aspects to the 

project have been pointed out already. 

 SQL Server 2005 upgrade to SQL Server 2008 R2 
 Mirroring  
 Application Server WCF services 
 Integration server with SSIS 

Mistaken discovery of these only being the major components to the project may lead to a small 

amount of hours allocated to the project.  Some may even bypass the discovery phase all together as 

being completed and no hours allocated. 

In reality, the discovery stage for this has only begun.  Let’s break it down and see how the thought 
process should go while adding hours to each discovery item. 

 SQL Server 2005 upgrade to SQL Server 2008 R2 
o 10 - Deprecated feature usage discovery  

 Each database being hosted 
o 5 - Security method used 
o 1 - Editions used and requirements 
o 5 - Owners of each database and buy in to upgrade 
o 10 - Hardware being used to host the SQL Server instances 
o 5 - Licensing needs (changes/cost) 
o 12 - SQL features utilized needing modifications/review/design considerations 

 SQL Server Agent Jobs 
 Any other features installed 

 SSIS, SSRS, SSAS, FILESTREAM, Full Text etc… 
o 5 - Server clustering involvement 

 Mirroring 
o 5 - Custom implementations for failover 
o 5 - In-place failover of features 
o 10 - Hardware being used to host the mirror 



o 5 - Stability of mirror 
 Application  

o 5 - Connectivity provider being used 
o 20 - Changes needed to application 
o 5 - Does application handle the failover scenario? 

 Integration Server 
o 5 - Number of packages 
o 1 - Schedule and execution times of each 
o 5 - Connections and providers used 
o 1 - Security method used 
o 10 - Will SSIS packages require metadata refresh or any other needs? 

As we can see, the discovery stage has become much more than simply discovering what version of SQL 
Server is in place and what other major components are relying on the databases on the SQL 
Server.  After listing these discovery items out, hours accumulated to 135 hours or ~3 weeks on a 40 
hour work week.  This is a method of walking through and estimating discovery.  However, the steps are 
not completed.  The next step in discovery is movement of hours and making suggestive cutbacks based 
on where hours can be eliminated to make this a more feasible overall accumulated amount of hours 
the client will accept.  For example, Application discovery can be reduced by pulling 20 hours from the 
changes needed to the application and push them to the client.  The next reduction is made by combing 
hours into similar work performed.  For the integration server, application and SQL Server instances 
themselves, security can be combined by using methods to discover the security models 
quicker.  Scripting and so forth can be sent to the client for this discovery to be performed by the 
client.  This eliminates the hours to be done by you, the consultant. 

The primary thing that we have come to in this example and discovery stage is; there are far more 
aspects to even simple projects in the form of discovery than we may think from the start.  While these 
discovery items can be seen in higher level steps, the breakdown in estimating them is 
critical.  Underestimating the discovery with something such as a default, 20 hours for discovery, can 
truly break a project and the overall relationship with the client. 

Development and Design Planning 

The development and design planning stage is another stage that has room for reducing hours in the 
estimation process by merging it into the coding phase.  For Widget Maker LTD and the project at hand, 
the hours needed in the development and design planning stage is a great example of this. 

For a SQL Server upgrade, there are tools we can utilize to make planning (and post back to discovery) 
quicker.  Upgrade advisor tools shipped with SQL Server can reduce potentially dozens of hours.  At the 
same time, they can increase hours depending on what we find.  While running these tools and our own 
planning, the design and development needs evolve.  Even knowing all planning is an evolution which 
increases or decreases hours, we need to set an estimation of hours to the stage.  Remember, this is an 
estimation and while some SOWs may be a fixed bid set of hours, we should be fair to ourselves and the 
fact that we are being paid for the real hours utilized. 



Break down the development and design for Widget Maker LTD SQL Server upgrade.  We would break 
this down the same for any project and estimation process.  The point here is, break it down and further 
pinpoint hours we need based on our experience, resources and skills at hand. 

 Design 
o 5 - Method of upgrade to be used 
o 10 - Hardware needed during upgrade 
o 20 - Recovery planning design  

 Development 
o Method to be used requirements 

 30 - Upgrade scripting needed 
 25 - Recovery scripting  
 10 - Application development needs 
 15 - SSIS changes 

We’ve really put this estimation stage down in a high level and, in most cases, it will be.  Estimating the 
design and development above is made from a seasoned data architect that has performed these steps 
before.  Now, even seasoned consultants perform the estimation stages.  So don’t assume experience 
bypasses important steps in estimating work to be performed.  If it is, failure typically creeps into a 
project. 

Given the Widget Maker LTD needs the mirror in place, a seasoned architect would typically take 
advantage of that mirroring installation for the upgrade.  This reduces hours and reduces downtime for 
the client.  Recall, the client requires a maximum of 10 minutes of downtime to the databases.  Utilizing 
the mirror in this case is a perfect method and one that will reduce both our hours estimated and the 
downtime requirements to be met. 

Notice the recovery hours allocated are high.  This is due to the downtime factoring of the client.  Ensure 
that all steps to accomplish the task are estimated.  In this projects estimation, recovery may have been 
deemed part of the method of upgrade.  In many cases, underestimating hours creeps in when major 
tasks are combined.  Breaking them out is a much more stable method and allows us to make better 
estimates. 

We are now up to an estimated 250 hours.  We’ve blown our time essentially at this point.  As 
mentioned before, to reduce hours and ultimately win the client and work to be done, there can be a 
merger of stages.  At this point, the hours for design and development can be merged into the actual 
development of the project.  We would also want to start considering utilizing the clients personnel in 
the SOW to accomplish the overall amount of work.  This would drastically reduce the hours needed. 

For example, the Widget Maker LTD Company has a team of DBAs.  These DBAs could be added as 
utilized resources to the SOW.  This resource utilization method potentially reduces the overall hours by 
100 hours.  Let’s outline this as follows. 

Discovery and Design/Development to be performed by client personnel (DBAs) 

 Discovery 
o Document discovery and reporting to be sent to consultant 



 Upgrade Advisor 
o Discovery scripts to execute and send back to consultant 
o Trace capture to capture connections 

 Design/Development 
o Report all hardware and resources available 
o Perform actual upgrade of mirror and re-implement mirroring from 2005 to new 2008 

R2 mirror – All performed based on documentation provided by consultant 

As you can see, moving these major tasks and further, finding more tasks to offload, greatly reduces the 
hours needed by the actual consultant or consulting company.  By doing this, let’s say our estimation is 
now down to 125 hours.  Since the SOW will be written to allow the internal resources of Widget Maker 
LTD, the hours internally and the hours by the consultant can be performed concurrently.  This reduces 
our estimated overall time to 4 weeks. 

Implementation 

As we’ve seen, estimation has many factors that allow us to both manipulate the hours needed as well 
as critical stages in the estimation and see where hours may be more critically needed.  Implementation 
is another major stage in an estimation and the successful writing of an SOW.  Implementation can have 
many factors that the other stages may not have though. In many cases, implementation is not allowed 
by the actual consulting services.  Internal security and resources are required.  This equates to 
documentation and efforts put forth by the consultant to ensure the internal resources are aware of 
exactly what is needed and how each step should be done. 

With a restriction of not being able to actual perform the implementation of a project, manipulates the 
hours estimated greatly.  For one, support is added into the SOW for after the implementation.  Always 
estimated support hours.  This builds relationships and future work.  What we do have to consider is the 
hours needed to write an implementation document and if needed, training. 

Although documentation and training can be lower than the hours estimated to actually perform the 
steps provided by consulting services, don’t take them for granted.  This stage is one that truly is 
dependent on the skills of the consultant.  Having set standards on how to document and how to train is 
a good way to not blow the hours estimated for these tasks. 

For the given Widget Maker LTD Company, estimating 20 hours to documenting and 20 hours to 
implementation training would be extremely sound.  This allocates the last week to the task.  Also, as 
we’ve seen, merging tasks is a great reduction in hours estimated to meet needs of the client and cost 
restrictions.  As with the development merging, documentation over the entire span of work can be 
done as time moves.  This would end in a document needing polishing but overall, completion while the 
tasks have been performed. 

Given the merging, utilization of resources and writing of the SOW and estimation, we have concluded 
on the Widget Maker LTD Company that we need 4 weeks to complete the work.  This meets the time 
needs as well as us, the consultant, working on our hourly rate to meet the budget limits. 

 



Summary 

This article has gone over a lot of information, put a lot of hours on a project that was focused on.  As 

we’ve also gone over, the real art to estimation is the movement of hours and knowing how we can 

manage estimating work accurately as it meets the skills, resources and client needs.  When estimating 

work as a consultant, ensure that all stages are considered critical but even more importantly; ensure 

each stage is related to the next estimation stage.  Pulling hours and merging them into each stage to 

accomplish the client’s needs will always be more successful as it starts with winning a bid and writing a 

better SOW. 

 

 

 

 

Time Management 

 

 

Up to now, many of the articles that have been written for this series 

could be taken for consulting and utilized for fulltime employment or 

contract positions.  However, there are a few aspects to consulting 

that truly are consulting related and are not nearly as important to the 

other career choices.  Time management is one of those aspects. 

 

Time and Evolution of an SOW 

Everything in consulting comes down to hours.  Estimates are based on hours and how consultants track 

time is based on hours.  In some rare cases, minutes are tracked.  When an SOW is created and 

approved, hours begin to compound and those hours will be the difference between success and 

failure.  Of course, the successful completion of a quality service is the overall objective and hours are a 

variable in the equation.  Throughout the life of an SOW though, hours will dictate many aspects to the 

evolution of the SOW and work itself. 

For example, imagine a 200 hour SOW with 60 hours allocated to writing a tool that will be handed off 

to the business.  The consultants that composed the estimate, didn’t have the technical skills to truly 

estimate the coding time needed for the tool.  Given this, the consultant that is performing the actual 



coding begins to approach 60 hours, but still has roughly 20 more hours until completion.  With this, 

manipulation of the hours for the overall SOW need to either evolve or more hours need to be 

submitted to the client. Submitting more hours to clients is typically the last option consultants want to 

take.  It does happen but it also has repercussions of an unhappy client.  Unhappy clients can make a 

difference in future relationships and future work making a large impact on the overall success beyond 

the SOW at hand. 

Moving hours around is a common practice in consulting.  In the scenario above in which the consultant 

was at risk of exceeding the allocated hours by 20, hours could be pulled from other areas of the 

estimate to handle this.  Something an estimation should contain is a padding factor to allow for these 

events to make as little impact on the overall hours as possible.  This does not mean you can pad double 

the amount of hours and submit the final hours at half the SOW’s total estimated hours.  In most cases, 

this would cause the client to discontinue the SOW before the work has been won.  If the client did 

accept the large amount of hours that you, secretly, have padded, the large variance in the overall usage 

could also show a poorly managed consulting service that could potentially have negative impacts on a 

later SOW.  All of these considerations have and can happen.  This is why estimation and time 

management is so critical in consulting. 

Actually Tracking Time 

Tracking time, hours, is in a way, a consultant’s clock in and out.  With fulltime 

employment or contractual work, clocking in and out may literally be entering the 

time you start the day and end it.  Consulting lends itself to a much more refined 

method of tracking time.  Each hour should be distinguished from the other.  A 

consultant may be working on several SOWs at any given time.  In a day, 2 hours 

could go to SOW A, 4 hours to SOW B and 6 hours to SOW C (who works only 8 hours anyways?).  With 

that, billing is impacted if these hours are not tracked exactly as they are worked.  Now, imagine if the 

hours are tracked wrong.  Let’s say the hours that were just stated on SOW A, B and C are accurate but 

the consultant didn’t track them well and later put 6 hours on A and 6 hours on C.  This causes a 

complete breakdown in the SOWs. 

Tools of the Trade 

There is typically a standard tool that will be used within a consulting company.  Consultants will simply 

have to adjust to the tools when they join and if they move on to other companies, again, adjust.  As 

independents consultants, evaluation and trials should be taken to find the most appropriate tool to use 

to track hours.  This should be an investment also.  Purchasing a tool that does an accurate and quick job 

of this task is the best choice.  Settling for free tools that take longer to update or have less features, 

may cause more problems than it is worth.  In the long run, that may cost hours lost.  I have seen home-

grown Excel sheets that were very well thought out and built to track hours.  If that works well then stick 

with it.  There are many options at hand. Developing your own is also a great option.  Don’t limit 

yourself here either as an independent consultant or a company.  Time is truly money in consulting and 

that time should effectively be managed and taken advantage of at every hour. 

 



Summary 

Time is managed at a level in which an hour can mean the difference between success and failure for 

consulting.  Managing time effectively by structuring each day in hours and tracking those hours is 

critical.  If you find yourself as a consultant on Friday trying to recall what you did on Monday, you need 

to find a better method of tracking your time.  Each hour placed for each SOW has a rippling effect back 

through the entire process.  This truly should be a variable in the total equation and evolution of work 

for clients that is a standard and never avoided. 

 

 

Career Paths 

 

Something that has stuck with me after talking to Matt Kestian, General Manager of BlueMetal in 

Chicago, is the concept of hiring and the important factors that lead to not only a successful team 

member, but a successful team.  Matt explained the concept of hiring into a level that is needed to be 

successful in the form that skills can be added, gained, and earned with hard work by working with any 

consultant or employee.  What cannot be taught are the will, ambition and putting energy that are 

needed into your position to be successful, competitive, and embedded deeply into a highly performing 

team.  That advice and explanation will stay with me for years to come when both training and 

discussing success in consulting. 

Building a Path  

http://www.linkedin.com/in/mdkestian


Being a successful consultant lends itself to much more than success in a singular 

format.  Being successful means to fully grasp your career in consulting in terms of 

how you can make each stage of growth successful.  In this part of the successful 

consulting series, we’re going to touch on the broader scope of success and how it 

relates to your overall career in consulting. 

As with all the successful consulting articles, each can be applied easily to other 

areas of employment or career paths.  You can fully utilize any actions or levels that can help you gauge 

and plan your own career path from this article as much for say, fulltime employment or even 

management roles. 

In consulting in particular, there are three major milestones we can achieve in a career path.  The titles 

are not truly the goals to be met as titles change from consulting practices to other practices.  What we 

can do is utilize them in a staged approach and relate them directly to the level your goals should be set 

on.  For this, we’ll look at one typical structure: Consultant, Architect and Principal Architect.  We will 

touch on what makes each stage unique, plan for what we need in terms of experience and skills, as well 

as discuss how we can better form goals to follow and self-appraisals to ensure we meet what we, 

consultants, think we should do to move to the next stage. 

Three Stages of Consultants 

Consultant 

A consultant is both a highly skilled position in some form of technical aptitude and an entry level 

position into consulting.  Consulting has many aspects: how we need to tune our skills and the manner 

in which we handle projects, clients and sales.  In the consultant level, these areas are skills that are 

gained and finely tuned over a period of time.  It is important to note that, a consultant title does not 

mean they are of lesser skills than other consulting titles or levels.  Consultants may be coming from 

fulltime employment or require exposure to the consulting field and more situations and environments 

in order to gain the knowledge to fully prepare for other clients and opportunities.  This is also an 

extremely critical team building stage.  Teams in normal fulltime employment structures act in a few 

different dynamics than consulting teams.  Consulting team dynamics involve a complete reliance on the 

team from experience to skills.  Time is based in hours and money.  Given this major factor in consulting, 

team dynamics are finely tuned to meet these aspects.  Consultants are provided the opportunity to 

build these major skills at this point. 

While some skills may be highly tuned already, other skills may require building.  The nature of working 

in a non-consulting environment is limited exposure to technology differences or architectures.  We can 

only learn so much from building blocks we do on personal labs or training sessions.  True exposure to 

production level architectural differences in many companies provides a dynamic skill that is not only 

hard to obtain, but critical to building future successful architectural designs and infrastructures. 

As a consultant, effectively presenting yourself as a consultant is also learned.  The ability to estimate 

work, design and understand areas that are of great concern as a consultant are built.  For example, as a 

fulltime employee in the role of a data architect working on a new application design, the actual coding 

aspects of the application may be sent to another area of the IT group.  While you are only required to 

project a loosely gauged timeframe for designing and building hardware, database engine requirements 



and possibly a database design, the other aspects of the overall project become of little concern.  In 

consulting, you would start to pull in the needs of each part of the overall project.  This would include 

coding practices, technologies on each layer of the architecture of the project and how they all affect 

the process, from start to end. 

Architect 

In the role of an architect in consulting, an individual has fully grasped the concepts of consulting.  This 

includes a vision of overall system needs and knowledge of each layer and how it affects or requires 

alterations to each aspect of an architectural design.  For example, take the following statement, “We 

need a human resources application that our employees can utilize freely and securely from any type of 

device in order to input insurance and other change forms, surveys and requests.” 

An architect in consulting would look at the statement above and would start envisioning a process 

internally in his mind.  This includes all the architectural fields in consulting.  This is not restrictive to 

data architecture.  Reading the statement, building blocks start to form.  Objects and areas of 

manipulation and surface configurations come to mind.  What makes the source, the destination, the 

path from point A to point B?  How does communication form and retain stability? Will this be stored 

internally or will securing a cloud source be functionally and architecturally sound?  Estimation starts to 

build while focus begins to draw to the area that the architect is being set in charge of.  That estimation 

takes each stage and each architectural aspect of the overall system into consideration.  At this point, an 

architect envisions a system.  That system is probably fictitious, but a well-formed process and structure 

that allows for a plan, design and envisioning session with all the key architects or consultants in place. 

Having a thought process like this isn’t a trained skill but one that comes from experience, both failures 

and successes.  An architect holds back based on the failures and uncertainties that they know should be 

researched in-depth first.  An architect also opens their minds and exposes themselves to the concepts 

others may or may not be considering. 

Taking all of this into account, the documented definition of enterprise architecture directly relates and 

we can see how an architect must think, act, react and process a total solution in consulting terms.  For 

example, look at the Wikipedia.org definition of Enterprise Architecture.  Enterprise architecture (EA) is 

the process of translating business vision and strategy into effective enterprise change by creating, 

communicating and improving the key requirements, principles and models that describe the enterprise's 

future state and enable its evolution. 

Reading this definition is precisely how an architect processes building blocks.  In consulting, those 

building blocks compound with estimation, design implications of other areas, teams, consultants and so 

forth. 

As we can see, architect is a major stage in a consulting career path. This stage should be an ultimate 

goal and a stage anyone can obtain while taking what Matt Kestian said from the first paragraph about 

what is a critical nature to have in a consultant or team.  While accumulating experience and skills from 

mentors and other architects, this stage can and will be obtained by any consultant that works hard to 

meet it. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enterprise_architecture


Principal Architect 

A principal architect or consultant starts to form paths leading into key strategic areas of the business.  It 

is very common to follow the stage of principal in terms of a technical based practice or practice that 

spawns to sales and building the overall practices that compose the consulting business itself.  At this 

point, skills are extremely tuned but, more importantly, the business and how we drive and build it is a 

fundamental key to how a principal grows and meets the expectations. 

In the architect role, we’ve seen the processing and expectations that go into being successful.  With the 

principal stage, architecture branches processing into new areas of improvement.  Sales and 

competition start to play a large role.  Principal level consultants seek new goals in the form of projects 

and clients.  This can be from exposing projects to other key business entities in an existing client, or by 

branching out in the technical community, speaking and exposing the consulting practice and skills it 

holds to new and potential clients. 

In short, a principal consultant or architect envisions growth while maintaining an extremely high level 

of architecture.  Reputation is a key aspect to this while leading to training other consultants and 

architects, giving exposure to the consulting practice during speaking engagements and overall, building 

a presence which the consulting practice can rely on and utilize as a stable resource to build business. 

Setting goals, building and meeting each stage in consulting 

In any career path, goals must be set in order to obtain or meet the 

requirements of each stage.  This is as prevalent in consulting as any field or 

career path.  There is one exception that is important in consulting that may not 

be as easily obtained in other careers - exposure. 

Consulting can and at times will be a lonely path. Consultants all have periods of 

time that they are set out on their own, to lead a project, build client relations or work on small 

teams.  This separation from the managerial or practice leads (principal architects) of the consulting 

practice can have an impact on how we move to the next stage.  As stated earlier, all careers relate to 

almost everything we’ve discussed and this will be no exception.  However, this is even more critical in 

consulting for the reasons of separation than it may be in other careers.  Simply asked, “How do we 

promote through the stages in this career path if separation and exposure of our work is not seen?” 

Now, before moving on, separation and the fact work is gone unnoticed is a failure on part of the 

consulting practice itself.  Not all practices are like this. However, it is a truth in consulting nonetheless. 

Everyone should make an effort to put value and placement of themselves in the stage they are 

currently in.  This involves self-appraisal beyond a form required by a review process.  Take the following 

example of placing an architect and meeting the needs of potentially moving to the stage of principal. 

This outline is a segment of a self-appraisal that is performed every six months.  This is done with one 

primary objective; determine if personal growth and expectations are being met. 

  

Skills 



1. Highly tuned  
o Skills assessments 
o Exposure and skills obtained out of practice fulfilling success 

2. Overall visualization and requirements of all areas needed in architectural design 
o Met by <successful experiences added 
o Client success additional details 

3. Pulling skills and providing training to others 
o Community speaking  
o Training internally within the practice 
o Certifications or awards obtain 
o Authoring 

Business Exposure and Growth 

1. Found key clients  
o Client successfully signed details 

Internal growth and mentoring 

1. Mentoring provided 
o Key consultants mentored for building consulting skills internally to the practice 

Salary value 

1. Place the value of what you’ve built on the salary expectations in consulting 

Past growth rates 

1. Stages achieved  
o Years, months…promotional aspects and the rate that growth has taken 

As consultants, we should never rely only on what is noticed or observed in a review process.  Review 

processes are critical but need to be coupled with internal reviews and self-appraisal and value 

placement based on the consultant and the practice’s review process to allow both parties to 

understand where and how each stage can be achieved. 

Summary 

Starting a career in consulting can lead to many paths.  The three stage career path outlined in this 

article portrays a common one.  While not focusing on titles but the stages of a career, placing personal 

value and where you fit in the stages and pulling that together with the practices expectations, 

consultants will move through the path gaining the skills needed to be successful.  Putting the will and 

the ambition to meet these goals in will quickly prove to a consultant that skills and highly tuned 

architectural abilities will come naturally and fall into place. 

 



Consulting vs. Fulltime Employment – Making a Decision 

 

 

Perhaps you’re thinking, “I’m bored in my full-time job, managing the same 250 SQL Servers” and are 

considering a move to consulting. Perhaps you received a job offer from a consulting firm yesterday, and 

are wondering if you really should accept it. Working fulltime for a single company and being a 

consultant are two very different jobs. Here are a few things to consider before accepting the job – or 

declining it because it isn’t the perfect job for you and you don’t want to settle. 

Money and Benefits 

We all work to support ourselves and our families. There are several monetary factors you want to take 

into account when considering a job. Is your salary going to be high enough to support you and your 

family? Will it be a steady income? If not, how will you manage the unsteadiness? This is especially 

important if you are considering going independent. 

In addition to the money that will be deposited into your account every payday, consider other benefits 

such as insurance, paid time off, and other extras. Will they compare to what you are used to as a 

fulltime employee? What is the company’s stance on vacation? Do the people that you have talked to in 

the interview process take time off? How do they handle that with clients? Again, these are even more 

important questions if you are considering opening your own consulting company. 

Life Outside of Work 

Outside of work, we all have obligations and interests. Whether you have a partner, kids, or are caring 

for an aging parent, family must come first. Involvement in sports, volunteer organizations, and regular 

hobbies is normal and healthy, and you must work time for those into your schedule to reduce stress. 

How will the consulting company, and the clients you are working with, respond to this? Is the company 

family-first? Will you have flexibility in your schedule? Understand that, as a consultant, there will be 

deadlines and project dates to meet, and at times those will need to come first. This is not much 



different than fulltime employment, when a project needs to be completed or you are on call. However, 

balance must be part of the job. 

Travel 

When you switch to consulting, you may have to travel no further than you normally would commute to 

a fulltime job. Some consultants are very lucky and get to work locally for the duration of an SOW. 

However, you may find the opposite is true. You may have a requirement of traveling 25%, 50%, or more 

time per week or month.  

There are many facets of travel where you have to ask, “Will I gain 

enough from this job to accept these conditions?” First and 

foremost, there is time away from your home and family. This may 

mean missing a school concert or having to do all chores on the 

weekend instead of a weeknight. What compromises will you need 

to make in this regard? If you’re required to travel to clients that are 

a good distance away, you may need to fly. If this is the case, you’ll 

need to be aware of who is responsible for booking airfare, hotel, 

and rental car. If you work for a consulting firm that has a person to 

make these arrangements for you, you’re lucky. If not, you will have 

to spend (non-billable!) time making these arrangements. You’ll also 

need to find out if you’ll get a company credit card to use, or if you’ll 

have to use your own. What expenses will be covered, down to 

things like parking your car at an airport? After that’s determined, you’ll have to save receipts and 

submit expenses in a timely manner. Take all of these points into consideration when weighing a 

consulting position. 

If there are days or weeks you can’t or won’t travel, you will have to make that known right away. This 

may be a point of negotiation during talks to join a consulting firm. How will you handle the need to 

travel for work if it falls on a family birthday or the date of a race you’ve wanted to run? These are 

discussions you need to have beforehand, not afterwards. 

The Environment 

Fulltime work can be routine. You have a handle on your environment’s servers, naming conventions, 

and idiosyncrasies. You may have the same set of tasks to work on each day, week, or month, with a few 

varying projects thrown in. You get very comfortable with your coworkers (even if you don’t enjoy all of 

them – at least you know their habits and personalities). 

Consulting is the opposite. You are going to be looking at different problems in different environments 

with every client. Each client will have their naming conventions and documentation and routines – or 

complete lack thereof. Some clients have teams that work great together; others are outright hostile. 

Some of the client’s employees will be happy to work with you; others will think you are intruding on 

their territory and telling them how to do their job, or change their code, and, again, can be outright 

hostile. Even with a long-term SOW at a client, you are still an outsider. This is where you will need to be 

aware of how you present yourself, as Ted has written about. 

http://blogs.lessthandot.com/index.php/ITProfessionals/ProfessionalDevelopment/presenting-yourself-visually-and-respectfully


You need to consider if you are willing to take on constant change, and are willing to learn new things 

constantly and relentlessly. The learning curve in consulting is very sharp – as my first consulting 

company called it, the learning precipice. 

Risk 

There is an element of risk in fulltime employment. You will probably be aware if the company is slowing 

down, if business is not coming in as it used to, or if people are being let go. Consulting can be much 

more short-sighted. You don’t have access to your client’s finances and may not know if your client is in 

trouble. This can happen whether you are independent or working for a consulting firm. You must be 

comfortable facing this risk every day, week, and month. You need to look at this from the perspective 

of skills and finances. 

Keep your skill set up to date. In consulting, you will be exposed to many environments, situations, and 

technologies and that will help you stay up-to-date and marketable. Make sure you are taking advantage 

of this! 

Financially, having a safety net built up is almost a necessity before going into consulting. This is even 

more important if you are going independent. You will want to make sure that you can pay your bills and 

be covered in case of emergencies. 

Are You Ready to Take the Fork in the Road? 

Hopefully you are now looking at the fork in the road of fulltime employment and 

consulting with a much more thoughtful eye. Consider all aspects of this career 

change very carefully. Consulting can be very rewarding, but you need to aware of the 

risks. Choose what is best for you, and your family, at the time. If now is not the time, 

it may be in the future! 

 

 

 
 
 
 



Interviewing for a Consulting Position 

 
In this article of the Successful Consulting Series, we’re going to discuss the process of interviewing for a 

consultant position.  As with many of the other articles in this series, there is still much value that can be 

taken and related to fulltime employment and other positions or careers.  The basis of this article will go 

over the interview process, questions to think about prior and be prepared for, and managing an 

interview as it relates to employment for a consulting firm or company that consists of a technology 

based consulting services offering. 

Who is interviewing who? 

One of the most critical aspects to an interview is the fact that the interviewee should be as much part 

of it as the interviewer and vice versa.  This is as much, if not more, important in consulting 

positions.  Every consulting position and company has unique key values and cons that need to be 

ascertained prior to making any level of decision of accepting a position.  Aside from researching a 

potential consulting company, the hours you have with the individual(s) you’ve been allotted the time to 

talk to is the time you have to gain the knowledge to find the answers required to place value and cons 

into the possible future relationship.  Employment is a relationship between a consultant and a 

company.  The value of the relationship is the first question that needs to be answered.  Will this 

relationship be stable?  Will the relationship retain longevity?  Will the relationship cause a stressful 

situation in team, one-on-one or client basis? 



 

Employment is a Relationship 

There should be a great deal of time and energy spent on determining if the relationship between you 

and the potential consulting position, company and team will last.  Draw on several areas to determine 

this. 

1. Skills in-house that complement your own 
1. Including sales, client relations and technical skills 
2. Confidence that you can relate to and work with the team 

1. Can you have a discussion on a level field with team members? 
2. Can you and management retain the same relationship? 
3. Determine if the company respects and stands by their consultants 

1. Respect, initiative and pursuit (Work Ethics) as they relate to a 
company’s employees 

Determining these key answers can be difficult but not impossible.  There are not many interviews that 

consist of being questioned for the complete time allocated without time left for you to interview the 

company or team members.  If this time is not allowed or feasible, this could be the first sign that the 

relationship may not be fundamentally stable.  This can be shown given time that the employer has 

taken for both management and team members to go through an interview with you.  If this time is 

rocky, with many interruptions or being cut short, that may indicate there is little value in the team 

dynamics over other things.  Team dynamics and how they function in a well-rounded group can be 

critical to overall success.  One or two team members can cripple a successful team.  This can be even 

more dramatic in terms of failure when the company forces situations that allow for something as 

important as the little time to determine if a person is a right fit for the company and team or if the 

company and team is a right fit for the person.  Again, this should be taken seriously and not ignored or 

set aside if it seems apparent as an issue. 

Team Dynamics and Value 

Outside of independent consulting, a team is as important to success for consulting as 

skills.  Determining if a team meets the same presentation, skills and direction that you have and want 

should be sought after during the interview(s).  One thing that may seem trivial or missed during an 

interview process is interviews with the team members you potentially could be placed with.  When the 



initial discussion is initiated between a potential consultant and an employer, part of that conversation 

should consists of you, the potential consultant, requesting to meet the team.  This can be done in 

several ways.  Lunch with the team is an extremely effective method as well as individual or team 

interviews.  If this is not possible due to the team being client located or geographically spread across 

distances, attempt to make time for each or for a group conference call.  The goal is, determining if 

there is a fit in the already-built team dynamics for you.  You should also be able to determine if the 

team is functioning well as it is built at that time.  Some questions that can be taken from this and also 

answered can be: 

1. Does the team work well together? 
2. Is there an apparent poor presentation of the team as a whole?  
3. Most importantly: Do you fit in the team in several ways? 

1. Your attitude towards work meeting theirs 
2. Your initiative and other work ethics 
3. Your experience fits with the others 
4. Is there a comfort level built in the short time 

Several other answers and possibly more questions will come from the time spent interviewing or 

meeting with the team.  Ensure that all of these answers are satisfied before making a 

decision.  Remember, the potential consultant is interviewing the company as much as vice versa. 

Do you have any questions?  

With almost all interviews, the interview ends with the interviewer asking, “Do you have any questions 

for me?”   Take full advantage of this question.  A question that can be extremely effective is, “How do 

you like it here - the people, the team, the success of the business and overall, your feel for the 

company being a success story?” 

Although this seems like a loaded question it can bring out details on how each person that is presented 

with the question replies to it.  If the interview is in person, pay close attention to the demeanor of 

them when this is asked.  This can tell you if the question has made the interviewer or team member 

uncomfortable which leads to a negative feeling towards the company.  Body language can be as 

effective in answering important questions as the verbal answer. 

 

 

 

 

 

What questions to expect? 



More often than not, before a person goes into an interview, they search what 

common questions would be asked and what would be potentially effective 

answers.  Although this is an acceptable method for something such as a 

technical interview, it doesn’t work as well for other types of interviews.  The 

reason this may work against a person is the fact that all people interview 

differently and ask a various amount of questions.  Consulting goes about the 

same and in some cases, more in-depth lines of questioning that can vary greatly 

based on the interviewer, level of interviewer and skills the interviewer based on how many interview 

processes they have been through.  Although this is a major factor, we can put basic lines of questioning 

into the same career path stages discussed in an earlier article and base the tempo and level of 

questions on each. 

Note: Examples are examples and should not be the only preparation or skill consumed for an interview 

process.  The means and goal of this article should be, take away a concept or method in which you 

should form for your own specific manner in which you either interview or be an interviewer. 

Interviewing for each stage – Starting out 

Consultant  

Interviewing for a consultant position or entry level consulting position can be the most challenging.  If a 

person has little knowledge of consulting, this could be potentially a point of stress leading up to or 

during an interview.  One aspect to interviewing a potential consultant is finding a stress point or 

fracture point in which the person has.  This is important!  As a consultant, stress may be compounded 

and higher than many other positions in fulltime employment.  This is the nature of consulting in time 

and workload expectations.  Work ethics as an experienced consultant typically lower a great deal of 

stress in those areas but, to a person entering consulting for the first time, it is something that a good 

interviewer will seek out - how long does it take to stress them. 

The first and best advice for a person interviewing for their first consulting position is, relax!  The 

interviewing company should be aware of the fact this is a new career path and take that into 

account.  This should not be a negative factor against you unless there was misleading information or a 

position is simply not ideal for a new consultant. 

What a person entering consulting can do to prepare is start gaining knowledge of areas such as 

estimation of work, presenting themselves, time management and building relationships with 

others.  All of these can relate to other career paths.  Fulltime employment and most IT positions consist 

of all of them.  Estimation of work can be directly related to estimating how long tasks will take both for 

daily tasks and project management.  In consulting, estimating projects is a lot like estimating normal 

functions in a fulltime position.  Use that as well as some research on topics such as documenting 

statements of work and billable hours per time management of clients. 

As with estimation, how you present yourself, time management and building relationships can all relate 

to your prior experiences as a fulltime employee.  Use examples of ways in prior positions that you’ve 

presented an idea, budget need or upgrade of something.  This can relate to time management.  Talk 

about the project management for a group or team in the department (be careful not to violate the 

code of confidentiality between your current or past employers in this).  Finally, relationships are all 
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around us in fulltime employment as much as consulting, such as relationships with other departments 

like customer services, insides sales or human resources. These are all relationships that many fulltime 

employment positions must build as much as a relationship between a client and consultant.  Dig into 

those relationships and use them to your advantage in showing how this can be transferred into a 

consulting position. 

Architect – Senior Level Consultant 

Interviewing for a higher level consulting position will take a new dynamic.  A good interviewer will look 

for the things discussed earlier, such as the ability for you to be part of interviewing the company and 

people for a right fit.  Technical skills at this point are important and they should be fully discussed in 

some depth with the interviewer.  In most cases in the interview process, technical interviewers will be 

chosen to interview you.  Something that can be more effective and show how well the skills between 

the team and yourself may fit is, forgo preparation for these technical interviews.  Rely on your 

experience, at-hand skills and how well you discuss a technical question with the interviewer.  More 

times than not, the discussion over a question reveals true skill levels more than whitepaper 

could.  Now, don’t take this as a way out of answering basic or mid-level technical questions that should 

be known.  As a consultant, questions like these are asked during client discussions.  Those questions 

can be critical.  If you are an architect in a discussion with a client for the basis of being a technical 

resource, there is an expectation to follow through with a precise, technical answer.  That should be 

determined as a skill during a technical interview at this level. 

Estimation should be of high importance at this point.  During an interview it is very common to be given 

a situation or project outline and then asked to estimate it.  The process that can come from this is a 

design discussion while estimation is performed.  During that time, much more is answered for the 

interviewer than the actual ability to estimate or design.  An interviewer will determine the ability of the 

potential consultant to work with the team, work in front of a client and overall ability to function under 

a stressful situation.  At this point, standing in front of a room of people or even one person, would be a 

good interviewer’s effective way to attempt to find the stress fracturing point in a candidate.  As the 

interviewee, don’t be afraid of this situation.  Remember, as much as you are being interviewed, it goes 

the other way around.  A great way to lower a stressful situation is to start determining if the same 

guidelines are working towards the interviewer(s).  Can the interviewers work well with you, are their 

skills being offered up as a functional method to work with you on the design and estimation session, 

and most importantly, can you picture the team functioning with you on it? 

Principal  

Interviewing for a principal level position takes on a different layer of questioning and need to dig 

further into if the relationship will be stable.  A principal consultant should have experience building 

client relations, sales and really be tuned into building the technology practice itself.  Truly, principal 

consultants have been through the ringer and interviewing should really be a completely one-sided 

event.  This means, the principal consultant is fully interviewing the company to see if it is a fit and a 

good move.  There are some objectives that should be determined here.  One of the largest is the 

avenue in which the practice is moving for the company.  Will the principal consultant be able to help 

build the practice, or even lead it? 

What to expect? 



Many interviews for consulting positions will be different from fulltime employment in terms of the 

setting as well.  It is very common for 90% to 100% of an interview process to be performed remotely 

and over a conference or phone call.  This differs from fulltime employment in the phone screening 

process typically being the only phone interview during the entire process.  In consulting, consultants, 

management, directors and so on may all be geographically spread across distances or placed at clients 

and billable time must be considered during the process.  This can lead to lunch hour calls or late calls 

during the normal business day.  Be prepared to complete the interview experience completely by 

phone.  Even with this variable in the process, ensure the same questions you need answered, are.  Also 

remember, if the company you are interviewing with is not meeting the goal of making the interview 

happen, this is a good sign the relationship is not a great fit.  A good team-oriented consulting company 

will take the time to meet with you and find the time for team members to meet with you.  This may 

take weeks or in some cases, months, but the time should be allocated.  Your potential employment as a 

consultant in the company is as valuable to them as it is to you being offered a position. 

Finally, don’t sell yourself out if the situation doesn’t fit.  If travel time is too high, the commute is far 

too great, benefits simply cannot support a family or something just doesn’t feel right, make sure not to 

make a decision that is regrettable.  Consulting is a great career and with a career path that can be rapid 

and extremely successful.  Taking consulting positions with companies that are not a good fit, will hinder 

that and cause ill feelings towards the profession when in reality, it was simply not a good fit. 

Takeaway 

This article has gone over a lot in a short time and has only scratched the surface of how dynamic an 

interview process can be.  The greatest takeaway is the concept of interviewing from both sides of the 

table, as well as key areas to focus on as an interviewer and an interviewee.  Consulting is a great 

profession and one that lends itself to success for people with work ethics that include high levels of 

respect for the field, pursuit of building their professional career and initiative to grow themselves with 

a great company as a consultant. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Easy to Difficult Clients 

 

Consulting is a lot like Christmas.  You get to unwrap a new SQL Server environment and find out what 

all fun stuff awaits inside of it.  But wait, there's another present under the tree, a new client comes 

with it!  Some may think I'm crazy but I like that part of the job too.  I am exposed all the time to new 

clients, and new glimpses of how a new set of people work together (or don't).  I get to see a new 

business and the dynamics of the people who work there.  I have some clients who are great and I 

consider great friends now.  I also have worked with plenty of, well let's just say more challenging 

clients.  If you go into each new client prepared for both ends of the spectrum, which will probably help 

your sanity. 

 

Not all clients are an Etch A Sketch 

Everyone is different and they all work differently.  When you work full time at corporate gig, you have 

all the time in the world to figure out that Betty in accounting is close talker and Bob from payroll is a 



pushover when you mention his favorite sports team.  When you are a consultant you are more than 

likely going to be on a quicker timeframe to get the job done so don't have time for that kind of people 

reconnaissance work.  I still do some though but at a very quick clip.  I am often fairly quiet when I first 

get in with a new client.  I am trying to do more listening than talking initially.  Not only do I listen to the 

technical details but also trying to pick up on how people interact and work together.  I am trying to size 

up the people involved so I can better interact with them.  I can't cookie cutter how I interact with 

people.  I have to be flexible in order to work with people in the way that best gets the job done. 

There are times when I am pulled into hostile environments.  Projects that 

have been derailed or disaster situations and pressure is on the whole 

team.  Make sure you are prepared for non-friendly environments.  In these 

situations I typically will make sure I have my game face on and sense of 

humor.  I will make sure to turn the hugely smart aleck side of my sense of 

humor off though temporarily, you don't want to be that guy/gal who 

makes a bad situation worse.  I try to keep calm, focused and make sure to 

stay professional and poised.  I also try to understand where these people are coming from and the 

situation and just always come from the I'm-here-to-help-you angle. 

A good DBA will take the role of protector of data very seriously and rule with an iron fist.  When you are 

the consultant though it can be extremely frustrating that you can't do that many times.  A client could 

pay you good money for your opinion on best practices but then turn around and tell you to do the 

exact opposite.  It happens more times than I ever imagined it would, enough so that I have a special 

color coding system for emails in those situations.  I have seen situations where clients will ask for a new 

consultant to work with them because they were too argumentative and inflexible even if they were 

right in recommendations.  Don't be a pushover though, make your opinions known.  Keep fighting the 

good fight!  Push back if you see the iceberg in the distance.  If they still aren't listening to reason, get it 

in writing and save it.  When they are floating in the icy water, you have proof that you told them the 

iceberg was coming while you help them into your life boat. 

When you are a consultant you have to make sure you are doing right by your client at all 

times.  Whether you have one client or 100, consulting is very customer service driven.  That means a lot 

of interaction with people.  You will get everything that comes with it too like the politics and corporate 

culture.  Some places run on auto-pilot because "it's just always been that way".  Other places are very 

wild, Wild West and will implement anything shiny.  You never know what you are going to get.  There 

are egos and baggage and all kinds of other fun stuff.  It may not be rainbows and gumdrops all the time 

but no job ever is and at the end of the day I still love it.  Even the most difficult clients are really just 

lessons to be learned.  And when you are done on the extremely bad days, there is always beer. 

 

 

 

 



Difficult Clients 
Set the setting… 

Around the room are a mix of directors from every area of the business paired with IT personnel eagerly 

ready to pounce on anything that has to do with electricity.   At one corner of a massive conference 

table, you, the consultant, sits, attentively listening to each other corner argue about what is needed for 

a successful campaign known a, Project Data.  As you are listening to the arguments, you repeatedly 

receive glares from a few of the IT personnel as if they are disgusted with the fact you have been 

allowed to take the filtered air pushed into the office from an overpriced conditioning unit.  All at once, 

you hear with a forceful tone, “data import will affect all our systems and business continuity”! 

  

Let’s step back for a second and talk about what is going on in this 

setting.  The situation that is happening is extremely common in 

consulting.  As consultants, we have sponsors from the clients that hire 

us.  These sponsors can be any number of management or senior level 

managers, down to supervisors or team leaders.  The sponsors are typically 

the ones that have seen a problem or a need, made a case to pull external 

resources in and then set the initial discovery and envisioning phases up with the consulting company or 

independent consultant(s).  The situation that is arising in the story we just setup is, some clients are 

going to be great, easy to work with and so open to your expertise, it’s almost as if they let you do 

anything and follow every recommendation to the letter.  On the other side, clients can be horrid and 

miserable to work with.  These clients may not listen to anything you recommend or refuse to work with 

you to even obtain the simple requirements for the purposes you’ve been brought in.  It’s a fact of 

consulting that this happens. 

  

To be successful in the situation in which a client is difficult or combative, you’ll need to put lots of 

energy into the political game and relationship stages to build some level of confidence with all the 

parties needed to accomplish the goals.  Let’s review a few high points we should always consider in 

consulting. 

1)      Internal politics go hand-in-hand with business 

1. We all deal with internal politics in business; Fulltime Employee or consultant.  With consulting, 
the political game is played with a different strategy, as support from your sponsor is critical to 
retaining clients and being successful in projects for future relationships and more work.  Given 
the time constraints consulting typically has, determining the political minefields and finding a 
method to navigate through each to retain relationships is truly critical.  

2)      You’re sitting in a room and no one wants you there 

1. As mentioned, consultants typically have one or more sponsors who brought them in.  Your 
sponsor is the key to your success and that relationship should be strengthened from day 
one.  While in meetings in which the clients and all other business entities are faced with your 



presence, there may be much ill will towards the concept of why you are needed.  At times, 
playing this out is an art.  Finding a level field in which you exaggerate the success the business 
has had to reach the stage they are at is important.  Meet everyone at a level in which you 
solidify the fact that the business knows what they are doing.  Once this is accomplished, you’ll 
find explaining  the specific skills that you have and how they can add value to the business will 
be much cleaner and met with much less resistance. 

3)      Every client is right 

1. Even if a client is wrong, consulting must portray an environment of the clients that has been 
built with much thought and stability in mind.  This should be done even in projects where you 
are brought in to essentially fix areas that are deemed bottlenecks in the environment.  Praise 
builds relationships.  It’s fundamental in the building of teams, that each piece needs to rely on 
the other and each piece should see the value in the others efforts.  Praising a client for the 
hardships they have gone through to get to the level they are at, wins more sponsors and more 
solid relationships.  This will only assist you in being successful. 

Getting back to our setting 

As the battle roars on in the meeting, you, the consultant, hears, “data import will affect all our systems 

and business continuity”!  This is your key.  This is why you are there.  Assist in the stability of the data 

integrations and services as one entity across the many systems the business owns.  With a respectful 

manner, you catch the room’s attention.  At this point you’ve done your due diligence and know all the 

systems in place.  You’ve devised a strategy and design that can be taken to the whiteboard and 

discussed.  Literally, you stand and walk to the whiteboard when you’re met with some reluctant 

gestures to your implementation ideas.  

Take this moment to do some things to help better your ability to make the “mean 

client” part of your team and an asset to your success.  While at the whiteboard or 

discussing the way you can help and make the project a success, absorb the areas 

from each business entity and their needs and concerns.  Address each one!  If one 

area is not coming forth, do your best to pull them in. 

Summary 

Clients come in all types but we can really label them good and bad.  The way that we should go about 

clients on either side is, they truly are all good and it is a matter of how well we perform our jobs as 

consultants, if we make the interaction successful or not. 

This post ties directly into, “Presenting yourself – Visually and Respectfully”.  Take great pride in how 

you present yourself.  It will cause the “bad clients” much more easily converted to good and potential 

life-long relationships and work that supports us continuing as consultants. 
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